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ABSTRACT 

Effective preventive maintenance can be applied to buildings, through improvements in 
diagnostic techniques and developments of building science knowledge. 

Recent developments in the field of thermography demonstrate that an infrared camera 
operator J with expertise in building science, can accurately interpret thermal images. 
The application of thermography is the technique used to produce heat pictures from invis
ible radiant energy. The objective, at all levels of thermography, is to assess the ther
mal efficiency of building enclosures by measuring the varying levels of thermal radiation. 
At present, building science knowledge is not being applied to identify problems correctly, 
or to recomOlend and implement remedial measures. Thermography contributes to the effective 
application of this knowledge. The biggest dollar savings from Energy Efficiency programs 
cOliles from preventing enclosl1rt! degradation in the short term, and energy savings through 
improved eff iciency of the enclosure in the long term. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Public Works Canada (PWC) rC!cognizes the ri;!sponsibility of all building owners to 
improve the energy efficiency of buildings. As such, PWC is committed to improve the 
energy efficient performance of its buildings and has sponsored, from its own budget, 
many technological development projects (Thermography, Purchase and Use of Solar 
Heating - PUSH, Program of Assistance to Solar Equitlment Nanufacturers PASEM) to 
acquire preliminary knowledge and develop the necessary expertise to achieve ener~y 

efficient building. 

Recent developments in the field of thermography demonstrate that an infrared 
camera operator, who has been trained in building science J can accurately interpret 
thermal images to give an instant assessment of the actual thermal performance of 
buildings. The ability to lJake this assessment (on-site or in a lab equipped for 
video playback, depending upon the com.plexity of the problem) is a basis for an accur
ate prediction of the overall performance of an enclosure system in the field. This 
capability of real-time evaluation improves retrofit, and encourages innovative design 
and construction assemblies. 

Public Works Canada (PWC) has expanded the term thermography into a generic 
statement, covering various applications and levels of infrared (IR) technology, in 
diagnosing the performance of building enclosures. Basic to all applications, is the 
technique for producing "heat pictures" from the invisible radiant energy, which all 
objects emit, as well as the expertise in bUilding science needed to interpret the 
images. All objects, by virtue of their temperatures, emit electromagnetic radiation 
in the wavelength range of 0.1 Ur.J. to 100 urn, as thermal radiation. The objective of 
all levels of thermography is to assess the thermal efficiency of building enclosures 
by measuring the varying levels of thermal radiation. This result is obtained by 
ident ifying and recording surface heat lo'ss characteristics and by locating surface 
temperature anomalies using an IR camera. As well, the significance of these findings 
is interpreted applying building science analysis to the construction to identify the 
mechanisms which cause them. Public Works Canada defines the levels of application of 
IR technology as follows: 

Level 1 Thermographic. Locating thermal anomalies and interpreting problem mechan
isms. Both activities are performed by a para-professional (Thermographer, a trained 
IR camera operator with a para-professional knowledge level of buildin~ science) and 
produce qualitative results. 

Level 2 Thermologic. Interpreting the significance of the identified problem mechan
isms to the construction, and recommending appropriate action to correct the probleul. 
Both activities are performed by a Thermologist (a trained IR camera operator with a 
professional knowledge level of building science) and produce quantitativt! results. 

Level 3 Building Science. Interpreting the cause and effect of building problems and 
detailing design recommendations to correct existing complex problems and prevent 
future occurrences. All activities are performed by a Building Scientist (a trained 
IR thermal ilnage interpreter with a specialist knowledge level of building science) 
and produce quantitative results. 

A fundamental knowledge of building science (refer to Glossary) is required for 
all levels of thermography. Without this knovlledge, the correct interprt!tation of a 
building anomaly froll an Ii:{ thermal image, cannot be assured. 

Owing to the relative newness of building thermography, Public Work::; Canada (PWC) 
developed a generiC methodology to organize IR diagnosis of building construction. 
This methodology i::; discussed in Section 3. The recently established Canadian Infra
red Thermographic Association (CIRTA) will offer thermographiC traininB until univer
sities and technical colleges have adequate courses. CrRTA will use the Public Works 
Canada training program which assists in guaranteeing the quality of national thermo
graphic practices and ensures that the technology of thermography is transferred to 
the private sector at an acceptable level of competence. 
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1.1 Development of Public Works Canada Capability in Thermographic and Thermologic 
Diagnosis of Building Envelope Deficiencies 

Since September 1978, Public Works Canada has 'been leading a Canadian Government 
project involving the Public Works Canada Headquarten; and some Regions, Department 
of National Defence, National Research Council, and Department of Indian and Northern 
Affairs. The objective of this project is to establish the potential of thermography 
for the evaluation of building enclosurE:!s in the diverse climates of Canada. 

Our inves tigat ion of building enclosure sys tems, with the aid of thermography, 
allows us to conclude that: 

(1) A knowledge base, emphasizing how enclosures perform rather than precisely how 
they are built, encourages new ideas in enclosure design. 

(2) Thenaographic qualitative and quantitative results can add to the knowledge base, 
and can be measured when a minimum 10°C (18°F) temperature drop across any com
ponent exists, and the exterior temperature is +5°C (41°F) or below. Standard 
roof surveys are not restricted to this temperature difference since problem 
detection with IR relies on solar radiation to warra up the saturated roof sand
wich. Consequently, high exterior ::;urface temperatures are of benefit prior to 
implementation of the survey. 

(3) The use of building science investigation procedures, in conjunction with ther
mography equipment, reduces inaccuracies in the measurements of material surface 
temperatures. The inaccuracies in measurements may be caused by the varying 
thermal conditions across the wall due to the daily effects of the environment. 

(4) Air movement at material surfaces and interstitial spaces of a wall system, con
tributes significant 1y to surface thermal expressions. Inters titial and surface 
convection is a primary mechanism affecting the thermal radiation at a wall's 
surface. Usin8 thermography, the net results provide thermal patterns of a 
building enclosure I 6 performance, derived from quantified surface tempe rature 
variations. These effects are influenced by seven types of heat transfer caused 
by air movement. 

Recent analysis of the actual life-cycle costs, for new and eXisting commercial 
and residential buildings, shows that the maintenance cost is often the roost expensive 
factor in owning and operating a building. Effective preventive maintenance can be 
applied to buildings, through improvements in the diagnostic techniques and develop
ments of building science knowledge. In many instances, the biggest dollar savings 
frOID the Energy Efficiency programs comes frOl;1 prE:!venting enclosure degradation in 
the short term, and energy savings through improved efficiency of the enclosure in the 
long terra. Generally speaking, good building science knowledge is not being applied 
to identify problems correctly, or to rt;!commend and i,npleraent remedial measures. Con
sequently, the high overall energy efficiency of existing building enclosures is not 
being attained, for winter heating or !:Iummer cooling cycles. 

The awareness of our limited supplies of energy, and the increasing dollar cost 
of that energy has highlighted the need to improve building enclosure design with 
emphasis on energy efficiency. 

Laboratory tests designed by the Architectural Sciences Division of PWC were 
related to our findings from. field investigations. The purpose of the tests was to 
identify the mechanisms leading to failure of wall assemblies. This was achieved by 
designing deliberate faults into the lab test wall which would demonstrate a partic
ular mechanism (e.g.: convection, conduction, etc.) (Figure 1.) In the process of 
testine material use and wall assembly performance, Ix became evident that lOany estab
lished construction practices are inadequate to meet the currtmt energy efficiency 
requirements. For example, the practice of applying sealant to exterior surfaces as a 
primary air seal is not effective owing to physical stress on the material, primarily 
caused by weather fluctuation. 

Other questionable practices leading to air seal and vapour barrier discon
tinUity are: inserting prE:!fabricated components in precast construction with inade
quate consideration of either a joint detail in 3 dimensions or dimensional tolerance 
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of materials in response to the daily effects of the env.irolliilent; structural steel 
frame penetrating masonry walls; 00 tolerance in 1.1dterial assembly to account for 
dimensional change due to cheMical or thermal properties (e.g., shrinkage of concrete 
block; use of materials with incompatible coefficients of thermal expansion - metal 
and brick); and inadequate detailing at the fluted ed~e of pressed-steel roofing 
decks. All of these prdctices can waste energy in the long term (50 years) and, more 
si3nificantly can create excessive costs in the short term (5 years) due to 
accelerated degradation of certain building materials. 

Our laboratory results demonstrate that the filOSt common causes of thermal defi
ciencies of the building enclosure system are: insulation omission and discontinuity; 
displaced insulation; insulation deficiency (saturated, squashed, short ..•.• ); air 
seal failure or discontinuity and vapour barrier failure or discontinuity. With ther
mography, we can successfully detect these five generic def iciencies, as well as the 
various sub-expressions of reSUlting thermal inadequacies. The most significant 
sub-expressions relate to the seven types of heat transfer due to convection. This 
has a great effect on the thennal efficiency and the surface temperature measurement 
of walls. 

It should be noted that these lab tests were performed using thermal imagine and 
non-imaging equipment. A trained II<. camera operator with an understanding of building 
science is required to work this equipment pruperly. 

1.2 The Building Enclosure Science and Technology Program (BEST) 

To reduce the present demand for energy by the year 1990, we IOOSt improve the 
performance of our eXisting building stock, in particular that of the building enclo
surt! sys tern. The exis ting Canadian build ing stock consumes approximately 2.3 x 
1014 BTUs per year(5). The expected prOjections for new buildings construct
ed by 1990, are an additional 5.5 x 1014 .BTUs per year. This approximate figure 
is based on the assumption that all new buildings will meet the Canadian energy re
quirements. In existing buildings, it is a possibility to reduce ener6Y consumption 
by 11.3 x 1014 HTUs per year. In new buildings, the corresponding figures are 3.8 
x 1014 liTUs by 1990. These fiStlres clearly suggest that substantial benefit will 
be derived from improved diagnostic procedures, and a greater knowledge of actual 
building performance. The program discussed in the following paragraphs is designed 
to assist in achieving this benefit, and to develop diagnostic techniques and proce
dures for evaluating existing building enclosures. These techniques and procedures 
are aimed at realizing new knowled~e for low energy consuming building designs of 
Comme rcial and resident ial buildings, in the divers~ Canadian climate. 

The new three-year program presents an opportunity to attract graduate students, 
uni ver::;ity researchers and other government departlnent I 5 mid-career professionals for 
suitable training or rt!training. The aim of this program is to develop building 
enclosure diaenostic experts and building design advisors. There is a dearth of such 
expertise in government, private sector and schools; this expertise is, however, 
necessary for the appropriate implementation of diagnostic technologies into the 
building industry. 

The current Public Works Canada program on Building Enclosure Science and Tech
nology involves interd.epartmental, private sector and regional partiCipation. The 
program \¥ill use longwave and shortwave infrared (IR) equipment, ground and aerial 
thermographic data and computer faCilities. The aim of this program is to further 
develop diagnostic procedures during 1980-82 fiscal period for the following applica
tions: 

1. To assist in quality evaluation of new buildings, b~ identifying and thus provid
inB an understanding of actual thermal performance while the building is under 
guarantee. 

(This includes the insulation assessment in the building enclosure to reduce heat 
loss; the effectiveness of the air/vapour barrier to control air and vapour flow; 
the siting and desizn of the building enclosure to maximize desired heat gain; and 
the raatching of the heat loss and heat gain characteristics of the building enclo
sure with the thermal capacity of the building.) 
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2. 

2. To establish therlilography as an effective preventive maintenance tool. 

3. To assess and quantify the energy efficiency of building enclosures by interpret
ing heat flux distribution through the buildine (for retrofit purposes and passive 
energy utilization). 

4. To improve buildine science expertise and practices in desi3n and construction. 

Without the support of building science expertise, correct interpretation of a 
building's anoraaly frot;} an IR thermal ilIlaee is not assured. Energy analysis of build
ing enclosures is a relatively new and expanding field. Few people in government or 
the private sector are properly trained for such work. Before the appropriate energy 
science analysis of building enclosures caa be applied on any scale, a strong emphas is 
must be placed on the adequate training of people. Therefore, Public Works Canada has 
developed training programs to transfe r thermor,raphic and thermo logic procedures to 
the Building Industry. These thenoographic programs are practical, efficient and 
highly desirable for the private sector. 

The recently established Canadian Infrared Thermographic Association (CIKTA) 
assists in guaranteeing the quality of national thermographic practices. Until 
universities and technical colleges can provide adequate training, ClkTA \ViII utilize 
the Public Works Canada training: program. Our methods ensure that the technology of 
thermography is transferred to the private sector at an acceptable level of 
competence. 

PERFORf~NCE PRINCIPLES TO BE 
CONSIDERED BEFORE INVESTIGATING A BUILDING 

2.1 Building Enclosure Performance Principles 

In this age of energy shortages, building enclosures must maintain effectively 
and efficiently the desired interior environment. A building enclosure should provide 
a thermal barrier to ensure an environment within a limited tolerance (:!:.2°C) despite 
seasonal and daily fluctuations of the exterior environment. 

There is a benefit/cost relationship between the thermal efficiency of enclo
sures, fuel consumption, and size of the heating/cooling plant. A potential saving of 
6 ~ 1 x 1014 STUs per year exists in existing residentlal buildings. In comlaercial 
buildings, it is possible to reduce the energy demand by Inore than half, saving 
approximately 5.2 x 1014 BTUs per year. In both instances, an efficient building 
enclosure 1s a paramount requirement for achieving this benefit. If the building 
enclosure meets its designed therul.al resistances. then the interior enviroOli1ent 
retains efficiently the heat put into it by the mechanical systems, and thus, less 
fuel is consumed in heating the bUilding. If the heating 'services are working effi
ciently, then the heat loss through an inefficient enclosure becomes more significant 
for energy conservation priorities. 

Thermography .is a diagnostic tool that allows the quick and efficient quality 
appraisal of enclosures towards improving energy efficient practices of insulation, 
and air seals in current design and construction. For example) great benefits can be 
gained by controlling the single factor of air leakage across a wall. The ratio of 
energy lost through air leakage to the total energy consumed by a building ranges 
between 20-30% and as high as 50%. 10 

The amount of heat lost from the high energy source inside a building. when the 
lower energy field is the exterior environment, is governed by a coobination of five 
heat-trdnsfer mechanisms. These are: conduction, convection, radiation, air flow and 
the phase change of water. Traditionally, only conduction, convection and radiation 
are considered influential in the thermal performance of buildings. HOvleVE:!r, our 
laboratory tests demonstrate that interstitial convection initiates subsequent air 
mov{;!ment causing significant heat transfer. Also, when interior air is leaking to 
cold exterior surfaces, the phase change of vapour to water within the interstitial 
space of a wall, noticeably affects the surface temperatures of certain porous mate-
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rials. This effect enables thermography to detect the presence of iuoisture and to 
locate areas of probable degradation. 

Our studies lead us to conclude that surface and interstitial air movement have a 
greater overall significance for a wall's thermal efficiency than other mechanisms 
tested (Le. conduction, radiation, air flow and the phase change of water); convec
tion is a primary lllechanislII influencing heat transfer via the following seven types of 
air movement: 

(1) Exterior Contact. Exterior air to exterior material surface. 

(2) Exterior Open LOOp. Exterior air passing through interstices in "'ate rials and 
structure and back to outside. 

(3) Infiltration. Exterior air passing through materials and structure to interior 
spaces. 

(4) Closed Loop. Circulation of air within a closed system (often the insulation) 
betlNecn warm and cool surfaces. 

(5) Exfiltration. Interior air passing through materials and structure to the 
exterior. 

(6) Interior Open Loop. Interior air passing through interstices in material to air 
barrier within the wall and returning to the inside. 

(7) Interior Contact. Interior air to interior surface. 

An understanding of these environmental effects, as well as one-dimensional 
steady-state heat transfer(9) and temperature-index calculations(7)(8) are 
invaluable to the building industry for assuring the correct interpretation of any 
thermogram representing the therma.l performance of building enclosure. 

Energy evaluation tools J such as thermography, can also be used to teach the 
principles of heat transfer and of physics and chemistry applicable to building enclo
sure systems. Because material degradation begins at the faolecular level, an under
standing of physics and €f;;>ecially chemistry Is invaluable. Often, insufficient con
trol of SOl:le physical or chemical process results in an inadequate perfortnance of the 
material or assembly of materials. The sophisticated tool of therillOgraphy can provide 
insight into building enclosur1i7 problems, which required a high expertise in building 
science to identify. 

2.2 IR Equipment Performance Principles 

Infrared scanning devices are non-contact ind icators of apparent surface temper
ature. This characteristic makes an IR system more effective than a surface thermo
couple, because the measurement device is not in contact with the object under study, 
and does not influence the surface temperature. 

When attempting to thermally define ,the area of a wall, it is preferable to col
lect surface temperature data frol:l numeruus locations, to statistically substantiate 
the results. The length of time taken to record data, by uonsimultaneous lIlethods, may 
influence the relevance of the data, since the tell1peraturt!s can deviate from the 
temperature condition of previous readings. 

Recently developed thermographic devices have a reUl)onse 
assimilate almost 500 000 temperature measurements per se~ol1d. 

viewed area and present the data as an image allowing holistic 
t ions to be lnade. 

time so fast, that they 
These devices .!:::lean the 

tel;}perature interpreta-

Because infrared scanners are non-contact, the quantity and 
mation it receives relies upon spatial and thenJlal conditions. 
influenced by three basic factors: 

quality of the infor
This infonnat ion is 
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The Sender. Objects emit energy with a \mvelength distribution and intensity depen
dent on their teHlpera.ture and ability to emit ener5Y' As well, objectl3 reflect -':l per
centage of the radiated energy from surrounding objects that stri!<'es them as lone wave 
ra.diation. 

It should be noted that the emittance of a real object can be different for vari
ous thicknesses, while the emissivity remains constant. This phenolll.enon exists 
because emittance takes into account factors such as shape, orientation and thickness 
whereas emissivity refers only to the properties of the (ilClterials surface. Emissivity 
tables include objects with values in the cor:lplete It~ spectr-ulil (1-100 um). The IR 
windows used for buildine investigation operates only at select wavelengths (see sec
tion on Receiver). Consequently, emissivity values for building waterials should 
represent the lR window used when quantifying surface temperatures. Equally impor
tant, for interpretinG the actual emittance of a materials surface as repr-esented by a 
thenaogram, is the cumulative effect of the five heat transfer ;!lechanisms (section 
2.1, conduction, convection, radiation, air flow and the phase chantie of water). 
Accuracy of this interpretation is critical to the correct diar,nosis of building 
perf ortnance. 

Transmission Hedium. The amount and characteristics of the space between the Sender 
(Emitter) and the Receiver (Detector) affect the perceived information. The daily 
effects of the environment (temperature, / moisture, wind and the many subsequent 
effect.,;) have an influence in this regard. This influence need not necessarily be 
problematic. For example, many oVer-cautious statements concerning the maximUlJ' wind 
speed for qualitative therfllographJc inspections, unnecessarily limit the use of ther
mography to the building industry. Our tes,ts show that meaningful qualitative ther
mographic informatlon call be collected in a range of environHlental conditions provided 
that the camera operator- has' sufficient understanding" of building science and of the 
daily effects of the environment. 

For quantitative results, greater knowledge is needed about the cumulative Inter
related effects of the following factors: the presence and state of H20; material 
roughness; pollutants; reflected radiation; and angle of view of the scanner. Basic 
physics, with regard to'Ii{ radiation and ['elated heat transfer theories, is highly 
significant for accurate therluogram interpretation. Since all real objects radioHe 
less ener~y than a blackbody (a blackbody is the theoretical object '.N'hich acts as a 
perfect absorber and perfect emitter of thermal radiation), particular emphasis should 
be given to the Stefan .... Boltzmann Law, which describes emissive power of a blackbody. 

Also relevant is Planck's Lmv which plots the dist.ribution of a blackbody's loono
chromatic emissive power vs. wavelength. Simply stated, the peak monochrooatic enlis
sive pO~ler increases as temperature decreases and occurs at shorter wavelengths for 
hi~her teltlperatures. This inversely proportional relationship is expressed in tHen's 
Displaceruent Law and is significant to the choice of LW/S\/ window 'for various environ
mental conditions. 

The Receiver. A wide variety of infrared detectors is now available. The most impor
tant consideration \.rith respect to Ii{ systems is the wavelength band at which the sen
sor operates. The most used $ystems are sensitive in the 2 to 5.6 urn range. This 
range is referred to as the shortwave window (SW). Recently, detectors that are 
sensitive in the 8 to 12.6 um range, and referred to as the long wave window (LW), 
have become available. Any interpretation of real-object radiation, made by an Ii{ 
caHlerd, is an aver-dge of the total information received by either the long wave or the 
short wave window. This is important when calculating apparent surface temperature 
using published emissivity data because this data is derived using equipment respon
sive to different widths of IR windows. 

Special note should be drawn to the difference in the thermal image recorded with 
the different 11:\ windows, because the windows respond differently to the properties of 
the Sender and the Transmission Hediura. For example, when using the S~V window, the 
tr.:tIlsmitted energy through glazed surface for surface tefilperature measurement varies 
depending on ~lhether the operator is working from the high or low energy face of the 
glass (Figure 2). The presence of HtY in the colur.m of air- is insignificant at low 
temperatures range - 10°C to 30°C (14 F to 86°F). However, H20 is a critical factor 
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3. 

in the column of air, when taking the measurements at temperatures greater than lOQoC 
(212°F). 

Similarly, when using LrJ L~ equipment, reflections froQ surrounding energy 
sources play a more significant part in the interpretations of the apparent surface 
temperature. The Iml background temperatures experienced in exterior surveys in 
Canada and the generally high emittance of building materials, minimize problems 
related to reflected radiation. However, materials with low emittance, like glass and 
polished metals, reflect a large portion of incident radiation from its surroundings. 

Using the SW window, the surface temperature to be measured should be greater 
than the temperature of the surroundings, in order to reduce the measurement error due 
to reflection. COlllnOn to all systems, is the ability to transfer the low energy (in 
comparison to the full electromagnetic wave band) IR wavelength, into an amplified 
signal which can be manipulated to provide the information in a usable format. 

To deal with many of these measurement computations, Public Works Canada is 
setting up an on-line computer system that will store data frma thermograms, environ
mental conditIons and building components for synthesis. Due to complexity of relat
ing building science data with field thermograms, computer programs will be used to 
interpret the requirements for low energy consulllption of building enclosure designs. 

Thus, supported by an understanding of building enclosure performance principles 
and IR equipment capabilities and limitations, therruography can be used to make a 
holistic and instantaneous estimation of the apparent surface temperature values. An 
understanding of the environmental conditions at the time of the thermographic survey, 
must be established before surface temperatures can be used to deterilline the degree of 
heat exchange between materials and ,their surrounding enviroo(oent. This understanding 
allows effective deductions to be dra\vn in regard to a component's thermal diffUSion, 
anticipated therillal stress, or probable movements. This inforlllation becomes invalu
able, when one attempts to analyse or predict a'nomalies of wall performance based on 
comparative deductions between laboratory values, work experience and on-site inter
pretations of the building construction and technologies used. 

GENERIC HETHODOLOGY FOR BUILDING ENCLOSURE DIAGNOSIS 

Since 1976, Public works Canada has been developing a generic methOdology of diagnos
tic techniques enclosure evaluation. This methodology allows PWC to improve preven
tive maintenance procedures and enclosure system designs in existing and proposed 
government buildings across Canada. The methodology comprises four phases of building 
enclosure diagnosis: 

1 - Development of Problem Statement and Scope Identification. 
2 - Identification of Problems and Significant NechanisrIls of Failure. 
3 - Problem Interpretation. 
4 - Problem Requirements, Opportunities and Solutions 

and relates specifically to three therlllOgraph modes (1 - Aerial; 2 - Ground; 3 -
Interior) . 

The knowledge requirement of each phase can be referred to in the Knowledge Level 
Summary, shown under Building Science Requirements, on the right hand side of the 
Generic Methodology Chart (Figure 3). The right-hand side of the chart shows the 
points needed for thermography and building science requirements. The left-hand side 
of the chart shows where they relate to the three modes of field operation. The 
relationship of the four phases of building enclosure diagnos is, to the three modes of 
thermography field operation is explained in sections 3.1 Ito 3.5~ A knowledge of the 
fundamental ,?rinciples of buildine science is required for all phases. The funda
mentals of Building Science refer to: 

A. Building Physics 1. heat transfer and radiation 
2. psychrometry 
3. fluid dynamics 
4. structure 
5. sound 
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B. Enclosures 

C. Environment 

3.1 Thermography Modes 

6. weather and climate 

Principles 
1. heat transfer and buildings 
2. solar radiation and buildings 
3. water and buildings 
4. wind and buildings 
5. air leakage and buildings 
6. air quality, people and buildings 
7. structural stability and buildings 
8. fire prevention/control and buildings 
9. sound/acoustic control and buildings 

10. public safety and buildings 

Performance 
11. people and buildings 
12. enclosure elements 

exterior 
- roofs 
- walls 

windows 
- foundations 

and soil) 
(building 

interior 
- walls/partitions 
- floors/ceilings/ 

soffits 
- furnishings and 

finishes 
- soffit and other components 

Materials 
13. nature of materials 
14. durability of materials 
15.: deterioration of materials 
16. strength of materials 
17. combustibility and resistance (fire, thermal, acoustic) 

Environoental Qualities 
1. people 'and the interior environment 
2. int"erlor therma'l environment 
3. daylight and .illumination 
4. ,sound and bUilding: ~coustic 
y~ air qu~'lity and composition 
6. life safety and security 

Environmental Services 
7. HVAC 
8. electrical 
9. plumbing and drainage 
10. vertical transportation and circulation 
11. communications 

Thermography investigation procedures developed by Public Works Canada consist of 
thrt!e modes of field operation: 1. Aerial, 2. Ground, 3. Interior (Reference to Fig. 
5). One or more of these procedures may be carried out depending on the nature of 
building problems and the client's need. Such criteria and conditions are inter
polated from Phase 1. The following is an explanation of the thermography modes: 

Hode 1 Aerial. An exterior aerial survey provides sufficient thermographic data to 
penlli t a trained thermographer to rJake a rapid general assessment of ;'Dany buildings, 
and to index the thermal condition of each enclosure. Areas of severe thermal dis
crepancy, where subsequent detailed investigations should be focused, are also identi
fied in this survey. 

Mode 2 Ground. An exterior ground survey provides more detailed investigation of the 
areas identified in a Hode 1 survey. Building science data can be collected at the 
same time, as outlined in Phase 2 and as discussed in section 3.2 (colour f:ilides; 
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smoke tests; air pressures; surface contact thennocouples 
ambient temperatures; relative hUlolidities (at above zero 
pressures; wind speeds and direction; orientation; weather). 

(interior and exterior) 
conditions); barc)ldetric 

Hode 3 Interior. A detailed interior and exterior survey provides data necessary to 
make accurate, qualitative and quantitative assessments. Building investibation 
instruments (such as sling psychrometer, smoke and tracer gas tests, surface contact 
thermocouples (interior and exterior), air flow meter) are used and the physical 
conditions of the material is examined in detaiL 

1.2 Phase 1 - Development of Problem Statement and Identification of Scope 

In this phase, the history of the building problems is collected and evaluated. 
The five distinct steps required to 'complete this phase require para-professional and 
professional capabilities. These steps are: 

1. 
2. 

Request 
Collect 
etc. ). 

for diagnosiS (owner, client, dept., etc.). 
and interpret from other's experience (reports, 

3. Relate to contract document and Step 2. 
4. Examine draW'ings (preferably AS-lluil't) re: design and intent: 

- component identification, function and environment; 

buildings managers, 

- materials, chemical and physical properties, location, function, environment, 
specifications; 

- age; 
- contractors architect and e'nglneers. 

5. Arrange site visit 'with significant persons (But-lding Manager). 

Interviews with occupants, building managers, owners and various technical per
sonnel to verify the problems perceived in ,the initial, request ar~ often inSightfuL 
A review of previously written ,reports provides' other perspectives and helps establish 
basic information on the causes, effects and signlficance of problems. 

The contract documents of the building may give clues to details that may be con
trary to the available building science knowledge of ,the period, putting the efficien

'cy of the building enclosurf;!:, in questlon. Through interviews, we may learn that poor 
performance characteristics ma'y be more severe than recorded in ma.ny of the technical 
reports. This conditIon should always be a.ntici}1ated, since reports are often based 
on limited site visits. Similarly, subcontractors may' inforln us about inclement 
weather encountered during construction~ In many instances, this has been found to be 
a key to building problems,. e'specially roof 'failur~s. 

One of the purposes of compiling a problem history is to prepare the basic build
ing data before the therluographic survey, so that the thermographer can become famil
iar with the performance peculiar to the building. This approach is crucial if 
intelligent, on-site problem 'identification is to be made. 

3.3 Phase 2 - Identification of Problems and Significant Hechanisms of Failure 
(Thermographic Survey, Hodes 1, 2 and 3) 

To corrt!ctly interpret the mechanisms of a thermal anomaly, the information rele
vant to problem identification must be collected. The thirteen necessary yoints are 
identified in Phase 2, Figure 3. The Knowledge Level Summary indicates that this 
phase requires para-professional and professional expertise. 

A sample format for thermographic data collection and derivation of surface 
telilperature is given in Figurf;!: 4. This information iS I also shown on the sheets frol:t 
the laboratory experiments, Figure 1. 

Thermographic information and other types of data collected in the phase identi
fies the problems and the mechanisms of failure. The following list outlines the data 
to be collected. 

1. Visit site alone in appropriate environmental conditions: 
a) identify phases 2 and 3, record investi~atorts observations on drawings, 
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- slides (colour), 
- sill.oke tes ts, 
- ai r pressure, 
- thermographic data, 
- surface temps., 
- ambient temps., 
- relative humidity, 
- barometric pressure, 
- wind speed and direction 
- orientation, 
- weather; 

b) identify problem areas and interpret mechanisills of problem; open enclosures if 
necessary; 

c) Extrapolate priority of influences, interpolate responsible factors; 
2. Repeat Phase 1 activities if necessary. 

The activities of Phase 1 and 2 are often repeated in cyclical fashion until the 
mechanisIIl in question is isolated. 

3.4 Phase 3 - Problem Interpretation (Thermologic Survey, Modes 1, 2 and 3) 

In this phase, the significance of a problem, to the overall perfonnance of a 
building enclosure is interpreted (Fig. 4a). It is sometimes necessary for the ther
mography results to be quantified and substantiated with detailed interior inspec
tions) and subsequent building science tes ts. These tes ts are of ten coordinated wi th 
interior and ground thermologic surveys. 

There are four distinct data collection activities in this phase: 
1. Compile findings and if necessary extrapolate tests (thenuologic, tracer gas, 

pressure panel tests, etc.). 
2. Gollate data into primary and secondary factors. 
3. Synthesize (tests and data). 
4. Develops arguments and problelil interpretation: causes, effects and reasoning. 

The purpose of these activities is to bring science~based knowledge arid under
standing into the realm of building thermography diagnosis. 

To resolve the problems iri a building. the root cause must be dealt with rather 
than with the symptoms or experiences of the problems. Providine: that the problem has 
a ther(llal expression, thermography can be used to locate surface thermal eXpressions, 
their severity, or the specific source of the problem. 

In many instances, the previous two phases generate questions which cannot be 
solved by field tests. Especially for a thermologic application, dia.gnostic labora
tory evaluation is recommended. For example, Figure 1 shows a particular instance 
where the interstitial air floW' effects on surface temperature distribution were 
detected using thermography. Note that the figure demonstrates surface temperdture 
variations from Jirect effects of conduction, convection, surface air flow, and in the 
case of the second stud space frolJ. the ridht, of infiltrating exterior air. 

Subsequent laboratory experiments, done under various monitored environments, 
were necessary to isolate and confirm this thermal pattern language. The context of 
other laboratory tests are similar, but they often relate specifically to building 
assembly problems associated with the juxtaposition of air and vapour barriers at 
dissimilar }llanes. The derived therolal patterns have great significance when deter
mining the problem, requirements, opportunities, and solutions to be articulated in 
the following phase. 

3.5 Phase 4 - Problem Requirements, Opportunities and Solutions (Thermologic and Building 
Science Surveys, Nodes 1, 2 and 3) 

The three activities in phase 4 enable the investigator to perform the £0110ll'11ne 
tasks: 

1. Extrapolate problem requireMents. 
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4. 

2. Provide alternate solutions and opportunities. 
3. Select and implement retrofit. 

The input from phases three and four is of paramount importance to the realiza
tion of appropriate action for the correction of a problem. Unfortunately, the tasks 
of these phases are seldomly implemented in the industry because phases 1 and 2 are 
rarely adequately done. Consequently, systematic evaluation and synthesis are essen
tially nonexistent. We have found this situation to be primarily due to the focus of 
the training institutions available to the private sector. The popular emphasis is on 
the tools and products associated with the construction industry rather than on funda
mental knO\yledge. As well, the levels of expertise needed to implement these phases 
are of the professional and expert quality and there is a dearth of people adequately 
trained to qualify. In lil8.ny instances, a specialist may have to be called in because 
of a unique ruaterial assembly, or phenomenon associated W"ith the degradatIon of cer
tain materials. 

Invariably, at the completion of a diagnosis, the client prefers a one remedy 
solut ion. {ole have found this to be caused by the client 1 s lack of expert knowledge of 
fundamental building science, thus, clients often fail to fully comprehend the broader 
implications of the solutions recommended. It is important to note that failure to 
appreciate alternatIves can be catastrophic, and can interfere with recommendations. 
This attitude is often more detrimental to the building than the original problem. In 
many instances, such decisions are made for economic reasons alone, and often mate
rials are selected on the basis of initial costs only, resulting in perfonnances 
inferior to the original assembly. The bala'nce between environment, material, and 
function is of key importance. When disrupted, the recommendation is often rendered 
inadequate, Initiatinb a cycle of deficlent ,building performance. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Most building enclosure 'problelils are related to the lack of adequate understanding of 
building science. This"c,an be attributed either to insufficient knowledge or to mis
use of tools and skills: One should- ap'proach a building enclosure evaluation by care
fully considering, the influences of environment J function and lJl8.terial. The inter
relationship ,betweerl thes,e ,three factors must be balanced to achieve a durable and 
successful building pe,rformance. ,'Based on our findings I from our field and laboratory 
building investiaatioo,sl this relationship is neither fully appreciated nor understood 
in most desisn and construction 'practices. 

However, there has, been considerable advance in the knowledge of building perfor
mance in the past several years. Progress has been made in the field of material 
science towards a better understanding of material degradation. As well, methods of 
evaluating thermal inadequacies resulting from lack of air and/or moisture control, in 
certain types of constructions, are being improved for field use. 

Building designers' are beginning to appreCiate the importance of research dealing 
with different construction practices used in various climates. All actors in the 
building industry are now realizing the need for greater design tolerances for 
prefabricated components, building material shrinkage and the manufacturing process. 

Based upon PWC's experience in the field of thermography, we conclude that ther
mography analysis has the following capabilities: 

(1) it can be used to tilonitor the ener5y efficiency and to evaluate the performance 
of enclosure systems; 

(2) it is suitable as a problem location and preven~ive maintenance tool l as most 
enclosure inadequacies have a thermal expression; 

(3) it offers the means of detecting thermal anomalies, allowing a trained pen;on to 
determine their ca.uses. 

The result of the greater awareness t provided through such technologies as ther
mot;raphy and building science, is improved future performance of building enclosure 
sys tems. 
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Despite the initial feeling of optimism that much needed knowledge development is 
being done, this effort will be of little benefit unless it is transferred and applied 
to working the field. Until the design and construction professions encOL.l.t.1ass build
ing science as an integral iJart of the design process, the costly band-aid approach 
(post-occupancy problem solving) to building maintenance and ener&y efficient 
enclosure systems will continue. 
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5.3 Glossary 

APPARENT KADIANCE - The total amount of energy per unit solid angle, per unit projected 
area which elilanates from a surface. Thus, it includes the self-emitted radiation and the 
reflection due to sources other than the object of interest. 

APPARENT TEHPERATURE - The temperature of an object as deterruined frolil the file,uiUred 
rddiosity. 

BLACKBODY - An ideal thermal radiator (eraissivity = 1.0), which elllits and absorbs the raaxi
mum theoretically available amount of thermal radiat ion and molecules at a given 
temperature. 

BUILDI~G ENCLOSURE - The aggregate of materials and components that make up the outer ~hell 
of a building. 

BUILDING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION - An investigation of the appropriateness and success of 
the building enclosure as a sepa rdtor of interior and exterior environments. 

BUILDING SCIF.:NCE - The application of the fundamental laws and principles of physics and 
chelilistry and their effect~ on building assemblies. 

BUILDING SCIENCE (Level 3 application of IR teChnology to building investigation) - A 
trained IR camera operdtor with building science specialization (chemistry, physics, etc.) 
interprets specific and cOr.lplex cause and effect of building problems to provide detai led 
des ign recommendations. These recommendations are for the correction of exis ting pro blems 
as well as avoidance of future or continued occurrences of material degradation. All 
activities are perfonned by a specialist (Building Scientist) and produce quantitative 
results. 

BUILDING SCIENTIST - A specialist skilled in interpreting the cause and effect of building 
problems and in detailing designs to correct existing complex problems as well as to avuid 
future occurrences. The ability to do this is based upon a specialized knowledge of 
building science and (preferable) thermography as well. 

DAILY EFFECTS OF THE ENVIRONNENT - The composite effect of terilperature, moisture and air 
movement (including the subsequent subexpression of these factors) on building materials 
and assemblies~ These factors are affected by the day/night and season cycles. 

DETr~CTOR, INFl{ARED - A device which converts the infrared irradiance incident upon it into 
some other form of energy, most often electrical. 

EHISSIVITY - The ratio of radiant energy emitted from a surface under measurement to that 
emitted from a blackbody (the perfect emitter and absorber at the same temperature). 
Refers only to the intrinsic properties of the material and/or its surface. 

ENITTANCE, SURFACE - The ratio of radiant energy emitted from a surface under measurement 
to that emitted froC} a blackbody (the perfect emitter and absorber) at the same temper
ature. Differs in value from the emissivity because it relates to the properties of an 
object as a whole. Factors such as shape, orientation and thickness are accounted for 
whereas emissivity refers only to the properties of the lIlaterial and/or its surface. 

FUNVAllENTAL PRINCIPLES OF HUILOING SCIENCE -
A. huilding Physics 1. molecules, heat and radiation 

2. psychrocretry 
3. fluid dynamics 
4. structure 
5. sound 
6. weather and climate 

B. Enclosures Principles 
1. heat transfer and buildings 
2. solar radiation and buildings 
3. water on buildings 
4. wind and buildings 
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C. Envi ronment 

5. air leakage and buildint,s 
6. air quality, people and buildings 
7. structural stability and buildings 
8. fire prevention/control and buildings 
9. sound/acoustic control and buildings 
10. ?ublic safety and buildings 

Performances 
11. people and buildings 
12. enclosure elements 

exterior 
- roofs 
- walls 
- windows 
- foundations (building and soil) 
- soffit and other components 

Materials 
13. nature of materials 
14. durability of materials 
15. deterioration of materials 
16. strength of luaterials 

interioC' 
- walls/partitions 
- floors/ceilings/soffits 
- furnishings and finishes 

17. cmabustibility and resistance (fire, therinal, acoustic) 

Environmental Qualities 
1. people and the interior environr.1ent 
2. interior ther.m l enviromlent 
3. daylight and illur,lination 
4. sound and building acoustic 
5. air quality and COGlposition 
6. life safety and security 

Environmental Services 
7. HVAC 
8. electrical 
9. plumbing and drainage 
10. vertical transportation and circulation 
11. communications 

HEAT TKANSFE1{ - The movetllent of heat energy from a location of hi8her temperature to a 
location of lower telnperature. This occurs mainly by conduction, convection and radiation, 
depending on the characteristics of the IMterials involved in the energy transfer. 

HYBRID VISION - A combined thermal and visual ima&e achieved through optical reflections 
via ulirrors. An infrared imalje (thermogrdm) is superimposed onto the backbround visual of 
the scene under view. The two images are exactly aligned, making location of the thet:"lllal 
image easier to identify. 

INFKARED SENSING VEV ICE - A wide class of instC'Ul-;Jcnts used to display inforl<tation ~/hich is 
representative of the thermal radiation from any object surfaces viewed by the instrument. 

ISOTliEK.~1 - A function on certain IR equipr.Jent capC::'.hle of producing a line which connects 
points of equal energy, representative of similar dpparent surfacE:~ teraperatures. (From ISO 
- Greek for like, same and THE.{{t·~ - re£errinr; to the thermal infrared). 

ISOTHEhli THEtll:l0GRM·'l - A record of a thermal imai.,e with isotherrn(s) superimposed. 

LEVEL (ReferC'ing to level of application of IR technology to bui1dine investigation) -
Defines the degree of detailed informati.on required to fulfill a theralOgraphic (qualita
tive), thermologic (quantitative) and buildine science survey (qualitative specialized). 

LONG HAVE - Radiation with a wavelength between 8 and 14 micrometers (the Far IR band). 
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HECHANISH - The process through which an existing phenome.non is realized. For example, the 
process(es) leading a failure or to a heat transfer. 

HODE - The way or manner in which thinus are done. 
operation of ther[llography (aerial, ground, interior). 

Refers· to the 3 modes of field 

PHASE - Refers to the sequence of steps to be executed for building enclosure diagnosis, as 
defined by PWC generic Illethodology for building investigation. 

PSYCHROHETkY - Application of the measurement of atmospheric humidity using wet and dry 
bulb thermometers. 

STEP - A specific activity to be perforl.aed as a requirement for a phase in PWC generic 
methodology of building investigation. 

TYPES OF AIR HOVENENT - Refers to the circulation path travelled by a mass of air as it is 
influenced by the r.:J.echanislU of convection. 

QUALITATIVE TEST - A general (thermographic) analysis applied to determine the occurrence, 
type and distribution of a material or an assembly's performance. 

QUANTITATIVE TEST - A particular (thermologic and building science) analysis involving a 
number process applied when a numerical value of a material '5 characteristics is required 
to interpret the significance of the Various influences on a material or assembly's 
performance. 

SHORT WAVE - Radiation with a wavelength between 2 and 5.6 micrometers (the middle IR 
band) • 

SURFACE gMITTANCE - The ratio of radiant energy from a surface at a given temperature to 
the corrt!sponding radiant energy from a blackbody surface at the same temperature. 

THElU1AL ANOHALY - A thermal pattern, as sensed by an IR systel1l, representing the character
istics of a built works which are not in accordance with the intended design performance. 

THERMAL INAGE - A visual thermal pattern representing the apparent surface temperature 
distribution. 

THERMOGRAPHIC (Level 1 application of IR technology to building investigation) - A trained 
IR camera operator locates thenaal anomalies and interprets the mechanisms of the problem. 
Both activities are performed by a para-professional (Thermographer) and produce 
qualitative results. 

THERMOLOGIC (Level 2 application of IR technology to building investigation) - A trained IR 
camera operator with building science expertise interprets the significance of a problem 
and recommends appropriate action to correct the problem. Both activities are performed by 
a professional (TherulOlogist) and produce quantitative results. 

THr.:RNOGRAM - A two-dimensional visual record mapping a pattern language of the apparent 
surface temperature of the object under view. This pattern language, representing the 
thermal performance of the scene, must be correctly interpre.ted by a trained person (Ther
mographer, Thermologist, Building Scientist). This record may be in the format of polaroid 
print; 35 mm slide or negative, colour or black and white; videotape or super 8 movie 
film. 

TI1ERNOGRAPHE1( - A skilled infrared caillera operator trained to produce hi8h quality thermo
grams, with or without some means of temperature calibratioh [isotherm(s)]. A therlaog
rapher has the skill necessary to adjust all controls on the IR equipment (thermal level 
and range, visual brightness and contrast) to maximize the information recorded by the 
thermogram without misrepresenting the actual condition. A thermographer also prepares a 
qualitative report following a standard recording format for work completed and provides a 
preliminary report that records the exterior microclimate and orientation of the building, 
room plan indications, as well as location and direction of internal thermal imagery. 
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THERMOGRAPHY - A generic statement covering the various levels of application of Ii{ tech
nology to building investigation. Basic to all applications is the technique for producing 
thermal images from the invisible radiant energy emitted froD objects (stationary or 
moving) at any distance and without influencing the temperature of the object during the 
measureruent. Also required for diagnosis of building enclosure performance with thennog
raphy is a level of expertise in building science. All objects, by virtue of their temper
atures, emit electrooagnetic radiation in the wavelength range of 0.1 um to 100 urn as 
thermal radiation. The objective of all levels of ther.uography is to assess the efficiency 
of building enclosures performance, by measuring the varying levels of thermal radiation. 
The significance of these findings is interpreted using building science knowledge to 
identify the mechanisms which cause them. The levels of application of IR technology to 
building investigation are defined as ThermographiC, Thermologic and Buildin~ Science. A 
knowledge of building science is required for all levels of thermography. Without it, 
correct interpretation of a building anomaly from an IR thermal picture is not assured. 

THElU10LOGIST - A skilled infrared camera operator competent in all the skills of a therntOg
rapher and produced a quantitative report. In addition, the therruologist had substantial 
knowledge of building construction, building materials, and basic knowledge of building 
science principles, especially those related to temperature and psychrometry. A 
thermologist interprets common building problems, causes, effects and devises solutions. 

TRANSMITTANCE - The ratio of the radiant energy transmitted through a body to that incident 
upon it. 

WINDOW (IR) - The term used to define the wavelength band within which an infrared detector 
operates. 
sensitive 
12.6 um. 

The two windows presently available are the shortwave window (Sin which is 
in the 2 to 5.6 urn and the longwave window (LW) which is sensitive in the 8 to 
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Fig. 1 
(left) Drawing explaining the 
deliberate faults that were 
designed into the laboratory 
test wall to demonstrate par
ticular mechanisms (eeg., 
conduction, convection} 0 

(below) Samples 
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SHORT WAVE 

LONG WAVE 

Fig. 2 Comparison of thermal images recorded by short wave and long 
wave windows taken under the same environmental conditions. The images 
demonstrate the different responses of the short wave and long wave 
window to the properties of the Sender and Transmission medium. 
For example: 1) reflection detected from glazed surfaces in long 

wave vs the transmission in the short wave band; and 
2) the difference in information presented providing 

the opportunity for greater understanding of building 
situation. 
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Fig. 3 Generic Methodology Chart showing the relationship of the 
four phases of building enclosure diagnosis ItO: A) the three modes 
of thermography and field operation (this page); and B) the thermog
raphy and building science requirements (next page) 

(Continued on next page) 
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from tfl<" fourth floor 
"p. 

Fig. 
(PWC 

4 Sample format for thermographic data 
Thermographic Investigation Data Sheet) 
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I'rim"",y infiltration rOutea 
cont.dbuting significantlY 
to 1"" temperatures and 
occul'8.nt discomfort. 

Note: Probabl" infiltration routes &: condensation 
accumvlation at floor &. corner intersection. 
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I'llure This Figure should be read in conjunction with Photos 7 &: 8. 

Figure 
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The Illustration demonstrates the primary design factors contributing to the indi
cated mechanisms of air leakage and condensation. This Figure should be read in 
conjunction with the following thermal gradients 10 appredale.the extent of cold 
surfaces (refer to photos 7 and g). 
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Evidence of degradation of precast at sealed joint_~ can be seen in photo 9. 

Fig. 4a Examples 
conclusions drawn 

of Building 
from phases 

Figure 

Figure 
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OUTSIDE ENVIRON/lENT 

tOO .... Precast Concrete 

75 mm Insulation 

~50 mm Concrete 8"a .. 

INSIDE ENVIRONMENT 

All thermal gradients are based on 
stable stale conditions. 

OUTSIDE ENVIRONMENT 

150 mm Precast Concrete Pan.,l 

50 m,. Polystyrene Insulation 

20 m .. Cement Rendering 

INSIDE ENVlRONMENT 

Figure Condensation will occur on 
the inside face of precast panel wherever 
failure of air .seal exists. It is at the 
lower section of this panel that severe 
air leakage exists at all junctions of 
column and floor (refer to thermograms), 
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100 mm Precast Concrete Panel 

50 mm Insulation 

INSIDE ENVIRONMENT 

Science 
one and 

data sheets presenting 
two of the methodology 
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Fig. 5 

Examples of an 
aerial thermogram 
detecting a thermal 
anomaly and a 
thermogram from a 
subsequent ground 
survey recording 
detailed data of 
the area identified 
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